If your sales team is struggling
at the moment, a crm system like
BuddyCRM could help. Beyond other
sales performance factors like
personnel, bonus structures and
sales targets, what can implementing
and embedding a CRM system into
your business do?
Here’s a few ways to increase sales
performance through implementing
a fully integrated and working CRM
system.
These are just a few ways that a CRM system can help with the
performance of your sales team. You’ll need your entire team
to buy into the approach of using a CRM but the benefits are
obvious and beneficial to all once in place. Our customers have
experienced sales growth of 30%+ year on year after adopting
BuddyCRM into their workplace.

1

TARGETING
Current sales management thinking suggests that when sales teams are
struggling to complete their calls / appointments they should be put on a ‘sales
diet‘. ie. fewer calls or stacks of leads to plough through.
The idea is that with fewer cold call leads, sales people will put more energy
into those prospects and have less fear of the giant stack of potential negative
responses. They’ll gain confidence and experience less burnout from an overload
of pitch responses. BuddyCRM can help with the ‘sales diet’ approach by filtering
leads into categories.
For example, you could filter your least active clients by sales volume and target
those first.
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BEST
PRACTICE
With BuddyCRM, you can compare the results of all your
sales staff easily and quickly by using the reporting system
to analyse sales over different periods, regions or against any
measure held in your database. Comparing under performers
to top performers can highlight what techniques your best
performing sales members are using to win sales.

Quarter). Digging deeper into Bob’s sales techniques by
using the Management function, we would see that Bob is
making more successful phone calls than anyone else – he
is both persisting for longer and having less wasted time
on voicemails. He clearly has cleaned and researched his
buyer’s contact details better.

While each team member may have a different approach
to their sales, it’s their overall sales figures which we need
to look at here. Bob may make 100 calls to reach his sales
target, while Sarah may make 30 calls to reach hers. They
both make target so is there anything wrong with either
approach? Probably not. But for those team members
lagging significantly behind in overall sales, what key
activities are your best performing sales team members
doing that will most likely lead to a sale. Can we measure
those activities and share them with the whole team?

Furthermore, he’d used BuddyCRM’s filters to find prospects
that had fallen off the buying cycle and sent them a ‘Please
try us again’ email with a 15% discount voucher. Additionally
Bob had called those lapsed/downtrading customers and
discovered that they had moved their buying to another
supplier. Bob asked to be put back on the tender list and
agreed with sales management better terms for those
particular prospects. These best practice ideas can be
shared with the team at the next sales meeting and Bob
can assist others with their sales targets. This best practice
idea creates a mentoring approach for the best sales team
members. While sales targets and bonuses often reward the
top dog, unless all sales team members are contributing to
performance, morale and overall company results will fall.
Implementing best practice throughout the team will improve
overall results.

For example in the screenshot below we can see Sales
Team 6 consists of five members. Bob leads the way
with 54 completed sales (won opportunities) in Quarter 4
of 2014, while Peter and Emily trail the team’s sales with
just 6 between them (Iain is a recent hire at the end of the
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FOLLOW-UP

This might seem obvious but following up a lead is the easiest way to turn it into
a sale. Using BuddyCRM to automate your follow-up process means that no
opportunity once entered into your database gets lost or not followed up.

The system will prompt you to make those calls to your prospects on a daily basis
until they are removed from the sales process.
Sales team managers can also see the results of follow-ups in the sales manager
screen.
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Realistic
Forecasting
Storing your sales data in one centralised system like BuddyCRM means that
you can make more accurate forecasting and planning for the next month,
quarter or year.
Real sales data will always trump guesses about what happened last year
at the same time and therefore lets sales team managers set better, more
accurate and achievable sales targets.
You can share this historical information with sales team members too,
helping them to understand that sales figures are achievable and managing
the chance of unrealistic and demotivating targets.
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UNDERSTANDING
TIME
MANAGEMENT
With a CRM in place, your sales reps should log their daily activities so you can
track how many calls they make, how many meetings they book and how many
demos they give.
BuddyCRM tracks all activity with a client and stores it safely in the cloud where
sales managers have access to it in their sales activity reports. By tracking
activities, the sales manager can see if any members are falling behind and
encourage them to increase their points of contact.
It’s a simple thing but if your team aren’t talking to your clients, they’re unlikely to
be making sales….
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Reducing
Unqualified
Leads

With a CRM in place, your sales team should never be working ‘blind’ in their
approach. With all contact information stored in one place, including emails,
phone calls, marketing emails, and sales activity you’ll be able to build up a pretty
good picture of the contact before you pick up the phone.
Even a new member in the team will be able to take over a sales territory and see
all the activity that had taken place with the companies in it previously.
There are many articles on our blog about methods for keeping your contact
records up to date. These methods will also ensure that your leads aren’t entirely
cold ones and you know a little bit about the prospect before you approach them.

MORE BUDDY INFORMATION: WWW.BUDDYCRM.COM

